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Introduction
I have been shooting for forty four years and as an ex Army Armourer, military rifles, both old and new have always
been my thing and therefore I have always shot in those circles, with like minded people. I chaired a shooting club for
twenty years and during this time I also always shot on military ranges such as Ash and Longmoor ranges and therefore
engagement distances tended to be 100 - 300 yrds with the occasional shoot out to 600 yrds.
Therefore target shooting and the target shooting community was completely alien to me, so my journey into the
fringes of target shooting has been a long and winding one. My first and brief visit was with a friend who wanted to
shoot 1000yrds and wanted some
company. He had an all singing, all
dancing Dolphin .308 target rifle
and my rifle in comparison was an
old converted P14 in .300 win mag
with a Leupold 5-20x50 scope and
an Harris bipod. At the time, my
collection of rifles was limited to
Lee Enfield's, Mauser's and the odd
Remington 700 and therefore I
didn't have any rifle or scope that
would reach 1000yrds with any degree of accuracy. It was my first experience at shooting at 1000 yrds, there was no
such thing as HME (higher muzzle energy), funds where limited and I made up the old P14 as I knew the 300 WM
cartridge had the capacity to engage targets at this range, but as my knowledge was limited, my scoring tended to be
moderate at best and just getting on target was quiet exciting.
Sadly within a year, cancer took my friend and I left the discipline and went back to my classic military rifle shooting.
What was my first experience at long range target shooting, was not what I would consider a pleasurable experience
and I always remember the funny looks and whispers I received at my improvised P14 rifle.
A few years later I was invited to shoot at Bisley, this time at 600yrds. I had just restored an old .308 Australian Sportco
M44 and had to compete against an Accuracy International sniper rifle. Much to my surprise, I was able to produce
some very good results and “hold
my own” against the AI. This “dip
into Bisley” lasted about a year and
during this time, shooters seemed
far less critical, in fact they seemed
quite a good bunch and therefore
my experience was a vast improvement.
In 2015, my father fell ill with Cancer and I retired as chairman of the club to care for him. This was to be a major change
of direction with regards to my shooting, moving away from the club meant that 99% of my shooting, now took place
at Bisley. After my father passed away, I was granted far more shooting freedom than when I was club chairman, and
in 2017 I was invited to join a shooting group whose discipline was F Class and I decided to take the plunge.
The group ran a league competition for F/TR and F Open Class and it was the F Open class that I was the most
interested in. The group shot every couple of months at 600 yards and this would fit in a treat with my other range
work.
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The problem with this new F Class group, was that I had no rifle to fill the role. I was new to the discipline and didn't
want to spend a huge sum of money on a discipline I may not like. So I decided to convert a .308 Kongsberg M393 that
I had lingering in stock.
As you can see from the images below, the original M393 was a sporting rifle with typical engagement ranges of 300 400 yards which could quite happily stretch to 600 yards, however that was about it, due to the short barrel. Whilst
not the ideal rifle to convert, it had some redeeming qualities that would serve it well in the form of an superb three
lug bolt mechanism and an excellent trigger assembly.
However, if I stood a chance of competing against more dedicated rifles, I needed to improve the M393 in the
following areas. Stock, barrel, scope mount, scope, trigger guard and shooting rest.
The M393 has an unusual
recoil block, so my options
to replace the stock where
severely limited, especially
in the target field. After a
period of research the only option that was available was a special hybrid
stock from GRS in Norway.
As most shooters are
aware, GRS stocks are
good quality, that are fitted with adjustable recoil
and cheek pads. The
forend is a hybrid between
a hunter and target stock.
The forend can be fitted
with a bipod spigot, however as I wanted to use the
rifle for target work, I fitted a small ancillary rail that would permit me to fit a typical F class bipod or a 3” skid plate for a shooting rest. As with
all wood laminate stocks they come un-bedded, so I had the action pillar bedded.
As I was planning to use this rifle for F Class open, I was not restricted to .308 and therefore I considered my options
as to a more suitable calibre based on the .308 cartridge. I am a big believer in the performance of 6.5 or 7mm
cartridges and this knowledge actually goes back to my classic rifle days with the 6.5 Swedish and the 7x57 Mauser,
both superb cartridges and still going strong today. The 7mm-08 has similar performance to the .308, .280 & .260
Remington, but I had no experience of this cartridge and therefore did not want to take the risk . The 6.5x47 Lapau,
whilst an excellent cartridge and very accurate, lacks the capacity of the larger 6.5mm Creedmore.
Therefore research brought me to the 6.5 Creedmore. I’d been shooting this cartridge in other rifles with excellent
results and in my opinion its performance was noticeably superior to the venerable .308, with better accuracy, range
and reduced recoil. Therefore I asked Neil at McKillop Engineering Ltd who does excellent barrel work to fit a Bartlein
32” barrel in 6.5 Creedmore, using a standard chamber.
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Having decided on the stock, calibre and fitted a new barrel, next
was to sort out other issues that would make this a nice and
competitive target rifle.
The original M393 had a terrible plastic trigger guard which fractured with ease at the slightest torque. Therefore I manufactured
a new aluminium trigger guard so the action could be torque
down more accurately. The M393 receiver had both integral
scope rails and provision for ring bases which could be secured by
screws. However none of these options provided for a 20 MOA
rail. The solution was to purchase a blank 20 MOA Nightforce rail
and adapt it to fit the receiver.
Bag Runner
Bag runners are a new thing for me and when I first built the gun,
I fitted an picatinny rail and a rear monopod, only to be told they
were not acceptable - old habits die hard.
Removing the picatinny rail, left holes in the butt and therefore I
made my own bag runner, using an aluminium bar. I machined a
flat, drilled and countersunk various holes matching those in the
stock, polished the bar and secured the runner. Simple, looked the
part, hid the old holes and was very effective.
Scope
Bearing in mind I was still on a budget, scope choice was critical. Scopes such as Nightforce, whilst popular are not
cheap and start at approximately £1300 and go considerably higher and therefore where beyond my budget. Scope
quality is literally what you pay for, so more budget end scopes such as Nikko Stirling, whilst good for some disciplines

have their limitations, especially where lens quality is concerned. The only scope that seemed to sit in the middle in
terms of quality and price is the Sightron range of scopes. I have a number of Sightron scopes and find them good and
reliable for everyday range work.
As the scope was going to be predominately used at 600 yards, with an occasional 1000 yard shoot thrown in, I fell
back on my military experience and building sniper rifles, therefore I wanted a fine mildot reticule that would help me
with the wind, magnification, should be no less than x25, but x30 plus would be ideal, tactical turrets and at a price
around £800 - £900.
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Fitting the bill, was the Sightron SMSS 8-32x56 Mildot, MOA or MRAD, priced at the time at £890.00. Since installation,
the scope has proven a superb performer, with good image clarity and resolution. To be honest, I set the reticule focus,
adjusted the range focus, set the magnification and zeroed at 600 & 1000 yards. Since the initial setup, I rarely touch
the scope, instead using the mildot reticule to adjust for wind & temperature.
Shooting Rest and Rear Bag
Again this is a new area which requires learning afresh, as my area of expertise is limited to bipod's. As with the scope,
I have to watch my budget, therefore a SEB NEO shooting rest was off the menu. Plus if I decided against the discipline
in the future it was a lot of expensive accessories to resell.
Initial research pointed me towards Sinclair rests as they sat
mid priced in comparison with the NEO but lacked the Joystick
control. Caldwell provided a cheaper joystick model, but performance and quality caused me concern and therefore was
not keen. After much deliberation, I started to focus on the
Bald Eagle rest as shown in the top image. It lacked the joystick
control but had windage adjustment and surprisingly was sold
in the UK by the Dolphin Gun Company, who also provide the
option of extra long screws and wide feet. It comes in two
models, cast iron and aluminium and is supplied with a bag and
a good set of instructions. I purchased a cast iron model but
when I checked the Dolphins website recently, I see only the
aluminium model is available. Further research indicates that
Bald Eagle are no longer manufacturing the rest which, if true
is a shame, because at a shade under £300, its good value for
money for those of us on a budget.
In practice, I found the Bald Eagle rest to be fine mechanically,
although as expected there is some flexing on the windage
cable, however, in operation, rests without a joystick, take a lot
of “initial setting up”, plus constant adjustment for each shot,
therefore its easy to see the benefit of a joystick.
The solution was Shadetree’s joy-stick co-axial rest top from
the US, that can fit a number of rests including the Bald Eagle.
As you can see from the image above it replaces the rest top of
your original shooting rest and at just over $300, it is good
value for money.
Whilst I had some previous experience of rear bags it was
minimal. There are a lot of rear bags out there to choose from
and it depends a lot on your budget. I chose a SEB and the
criteria I was looking for was, good and resilient construction,
thereby provided longevity and good wear resistance. Good
weight and base to promote stability, and low friction ears to
allow the rifle to recoil naturally. To date the SEB bag has
performed admirably.
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Reloading
One of the reasons behind the decision to build this rifle in 6.5mm Creedmore, was as a result of my
previous experience with this cartridge. I had owned a Tikka TAC and a AERO M5 both in 6.5mm
Creedmore and therefore I had conducted a reasonable level of reloading research using Viht N550,
N150 and Reload Swiss RS60 & RS62 powders.
Bullet choice has always been 139gr Scenar, Hornady brass, I do deburr my primer hole and ream the
primer pocket, but I don't weigh my brass, nor do I turn down the neck. After much research, I settled
for 35gr of N150.
In summary, my reloading is fairly simplistic, using N150, my temperatures are lower, my velocity
moderate and I can easily reach to 1000 yards, therefore I have an accurate load that meets all my
performance criteria and is kind on the barrel.
Initial Summary
The 6.5mm Kongsberg, is a hybrid rifle, constructed on a limited budget. It has gone from a 2nd hand
.308 hunting rifle to a match winning rifle in my local shooting group. Most of my league competitors shoot some sort
of Dolphin rifle build, with the odd magnum thrown in, which are purposely built target rifles from the ground up and

the Kongsberg still came out tops. Whilst a hybrid it has provided a great deal of experience and allowed me to learn
more about the discipline. It has also pushed me in the direction where I now want to build a purposed designed rifle
from the ground up.
Building a specialised target rifle
Having built a 2nd hand hybrid target rifle and then a further eighteen months gaining experience in its use, I was
sufficiently “hooked” to go ahead and build a more specialised target rifle. Whilst the rifle cost is greater, having the
front and rear rest from the Kongsberg, kept the price more reasonable.
Prior to any purchase, some basic criteria must be clarified. For example, what discipline(s) are to be engaged in,
clearly identifying the rifles use, what distances he/she wants to shoot at and if specialised disciplines/competitions
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are to be participated in, then what rules are applicable, such as calibre, barrel length and weight. F/TR was too
restrictive for me, being limited to .223 or .308 calibres and secretly I had that urge to build the most accurate rifle as
possible.
As I had decided to carry on with F class open, my first specifications where to align with that category. So the calibre
was limited to anything up to 8mm and the rifles weight was not to exceed 10kg.
Calibre
Calibre was my first port of call and therefore I spent some considerable time researching my calibre
of choice. Engagement distances where typically 600, 1000 and a maximum of 1200 yards. I did not
want a magnum or a barrel burner such as 6.5-284 and I planned to reload in the mid-range, rather
than high end performance where gas wash, excessive pressures & temperatures eat into barrel
performance. One of the things I always tell people, to help them understand is to remember a rifle
is like a car engine. If you regularly keep it clean, keep it serviced and drive at moderate speeds, the
car will last you a long time and will perform well, drive it at a 100 mph all the time and you can
expect a short life expectancy.
Other considerations is reloading components, reloading data and chamber reamer availability,
anything exotic is a pain to build as it becomes very demanding in terms of component parts,
reconfiguration of other cartridges and especially in the UK where suppliers are limited.
As mentioned earlier in the report, I prefer 6.5 or 7mm calibres, 6mm or lower simply do not have
the performance at longer ranges, .308 is in my opinion being pushed to hard at a 1000 yards and
the heavier bullets generate to much recoil. 6.5mm Creedmore is a superb cartridge and meets all
the criteria within the specifications I am looking for, but if I have one small criticism, its 140gr bullets
have less capacity to buck the wind at 1000 yard ranges.
Therefore research brought me to 7mm. Sierra produce bullets up to 197gr with excellent coefficients and are readily
available in the UK, brass however is more challenging. Most 7mm’s are either hunting, military or magnum cartridges.
However .284 Winchester fits the bill perfectly, its a proven target round in the form of the 6.5-284, it has a .308 rim
and an enlarged body, nearly as large as the belted magnums, therefore it has the powder capacity to keep the bullet
going supersonic over 1000 yards.
Receiver
Once the calibre has been decided, its time to research a suitable receiver assembly. There are many on the market
but the principle specification for me was massive strength to avoid any flexing and therefore a cylindrical single shot
receiver design. In my case, other considerations where a right hand bolt, three lug bolt, right hand ejection, multi
option recoil block, 20 moa rail and suitable trigger unit.
Final choice was the New Zealand, Barnard Model P which has the added benefit of including a trigger unit. Reasons
for the decision was the multi optional recoil block, three master screws, integral bolt stop and the three lug bolt
assembly which we will discuss in more detail, later in the report.
You can probably see where I am going with this, you have a super solid, strong receiver, which has three master
screws and potentially three recoil points, the typical Remington style recoil lug, a central recoil lug and a recoil spigot.
I do not know of any other receiver, that can generates such a good stock bond.
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As can be seen in the images above, I settled on two
master screws (dictated by the stock design), the
spigot and the recoil lug.
Trigger Unit
Triggers effect accuracy, too heavy a pull and poor
ergonomics all affect shot release, therefore try to
purchase, the best you can afford. The trigger unit is
supplied with the receiver is a good design, produced
in-house by Barnard, it is a three-lever trigger, which
has either a single or two-stage pull. Manufactured
from quality steel, it contains no pressed steel or any
sheet metal parts. The trigger has an adjustable trigger blade position, over travel and has three pull weight options dependent on the springs installed. Purchasing as a
package saves an element of cost and you don't have to worry about compatibility issues. Purchasing a trigger as a
separate unit, can add unforeseen problems and if your on a budget, there is a tendency to scrimp and buy a cheaper
model to detriment of the rifles accuracy.
Rail, Rings & Scope
Scope security and stability is essential as the scope itself. There is a considerable level of skill required to fitting a
scope correctly and to be frank, if you lack the skill, it is best to give the job to a professional who knows what he is

doing. The heavier the scope the more recoil forces that are applied to it. Therefore rail and rings must be of good
quality and a cheap pair of £30 rings is not acceptable. Not only are you compromising scope security, but you may
actually damage the scope body if the rings are not manufactured to precise standards. If you plan to shoot out to 1200
yards then a 20 moa picatinny rail, with four mounting screws, should be a minimum. I prefer Rechnagel rings as they
are of good quality and I can obtain the correct scope height as dictated by the scopes objective lens. When fitted
correctly, the reticule should be vertical, the objective lens should be no higher than 10 mm from the barrel, the rings
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should be a torque of no more than 18-20 in/lb and should not be in contact with any part of the rifle or base. My
budget limited me to a Nightforce 12-42x56 which meets my criteria for a good quality scope and up to 1200 yards
engagements.
The scope should be the best you can afford and have a magnification of no less that x25. The saying “you get what
you pay for” is very appropriate to scopes. Paying £250 for a x24 scope means mediocre lenses, poor light gathering
qualities, course reticule and a weaker aluminium scope body. You would be amazed how often I see people on the
ranges lifting a 8 - 10 kg rifle by the body of the scope - its makes me cringe.
Barrel
Choosing a barrel goes hand in hand with choosing a calibre. As mentioned earlier in my report, my choice of calibre
was .284 Winchester with a 197gr Sierra bullet. My choice of barrel manufacturer was Bartlein, but this is somewhat

chosen for me by my barrel smith. Bartlein are precision barrel manufacturers and in this case the barrel is 32” in
length, maximising the .284’s performance. I used the word “barrel smith” earlier because setting up the chamber so
it is perfectly aligned with the bore, has the correct neck, headspace and lead for a 197gr sierra bullet takes the best
part of a days work and is absolutely crucial to the rifles ultimate accuracy and therefore must be done by a
professional barrel smith, not someone ramming a chamber reamer in by hand.
Bolt
The Barnard Model P Bolt assembly is a massive precision affair, utilising three large locking lugs. When the rifle is
discharged the force is spread evenly over the three lugs. There are many arguments as to whether two, three or four
lugs are better, but in my opinion the Barnard’s three lug structure is the best. The Barnard is a single shot target rifle
and therefore the cartridge are placed into the ejection port and fed manually into the chamber. The bolt face has an
extractor but there is no provision for an ejector, either in the bolt face or in the receiver. Therefore when the bolt is
withdrawn, the empty case must be removed manually from the receiver. This is something I’m not accustomed too,
as I am use to the empty case being automatically ejected away from the rifle.
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However as a target rifle this is not important, removing the case from the rifle manually,
prevents it being damaged, reduces the number of parts that can go wrong and strengthens the overall design.
The Barnard bolt design also provides good bolt handle efficiency. Bolt handle efficiency
is not something that I tend to consider on military rifles where speed and efficiency is
equally important. However on a target rifle, bolt handle efficiency effects the way you
operate the rifle, therefore a good large efficient bolt handle is essential to ensure the
minimum amount of energy and leverage is required to cycle the bolt, thereby maintaining the rifles stability and accuracy.
Another unusual feature is the bolt stop and lack of any bolt release mechanism. The bolt
has a channel running its length and the bolt stop is part of that channel, which makes
for an extremely strong design. To release the bolt it must be pulled all the way to the
rear until its reaches the stop, pushed forward slightly and the bolt handle rotated to the
vertical at which point the bolt can be removed. In my opinion this is a very cleaver design, which emphasizes the
overall quality of this rifle.
Stock
If you plan to shoot F class open most people will choose a laminate wooden stock, that has a wide range colours and
a large flat fore end or an aluminium stock with an adjustable butt assembly a similar large flat forend. Prices vary
depending on quality and level of sophistication. I like wood and aluminium, however I dislike the large flat forend as
to my mind it looks like some large paddle and therefore cosmetically ugly.
Readers may have noticed on my previous Kongsberg rifle, I utilised a hybrid stock which in my opinion was much
better looking and used a bag rail to maintain the stability found with the large flat fore end. As funds where now
getting more and more depleted, I opted for a black Dolphin modular stock with a short forend and fitted a wide bag
rail as seen below. The stock was modified for the Barnard's recoil block and I
replaced the cheap AR15 pistol grip with LUTH-AR chubby pistol grip.
As can be seen below and discussed in previous chapters the stock was originally
designed for the spigot, but required further modification to accommodate a
recoil lug.

The stock is fully adjustable to suit most users needs, however a trip to the
range was to highlight a problem. Shooting from joy stick co-axial rest caused
the forend to resonate after each shot and therefore effect the sight picture.
It was the first time I had encountered this resonance in a rifle and to be honest
I found it very distracting. As the stock was modular, the solution, was to
replace the forend with a redesigned model as can be seen in the image below.
The redesigned forend was altogether more solid, which although successful
in removing the resonance, it did add to the overall expense.
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Range Test
Having brought all the component parts of the rifle together and chosen a suitable calibre, it was now time to research
the best load/barrel combination. However one must not forget that this is a virgin barrel and as such, you should
employ a “break-in” process. There are various processes out there when breaking-in barrels and they all vary.
However the long and short, is that any new barrel has tooling marks and rough edges which impact on the bullets
passage and deposit copper and carbon in the barrel. I use a phosphor bronze brush, a light spray oil and pre cut
patches. Cleaning a rifle on the range, away from a bench and proper rifle rest/clamp is difficult and therefore I do not
use any form of copper solvent. Get this solvent on a nice wooden stock, rubber pistol grip or inappropriate surface
and you will ruin it. I shoot five rounds and clean, making sure the barrel is dry before you shoot the next five rounds
and so on. How many times you repeat this cycle is up to you, however the best way to describe it, is the first time you
run the phosphor bronze brush down the bore it feels rough. As you repeat this cleaning cycle this roughness dissipates
and when it disappears, you are good to continue shooting normally.
The first powder I tested and discounted very early was Vihtavuori N165. Extreme
spread was high and never dropped below 125 fps throughout the various strings.
Next choice was N160, I loaded seven strings of five from 47.0 to 50.0gr using the
load data supplied by Berger and cross checked using Quickload. Using a bayonet
chronograph, velocity was measured from 2529 to 2652 fps with extreme spread
averaging 47.5fps which was reasonable, but in my opinion could be better.
My third and last powder choice was RS62. Reload Swiss load data is limited, there
is an entry in there soft back manual, but nothing on their website. Being a fairly
new powder on the market, there is nothing in any of the traditional European or
US manuals.
As the reader may have gathered I do not spend endless hours reloading all the
various powders on the market. I have experimented with Hogdon, when it has
suited me for specific calibre’s, but in the main I stick with Vihtavuori, I simple do not have the luxury of time to spend
hour, after hour at the reloading bench. Reload Swiss is the one exception to that rule and the reason being, it is a
excellent powder. I have found it to burn more cleanly, leaving less deposits and in many cases, not all, extreme spread
is on average much lower.
Therefore using mainly Quickload, I loaded seven strings of five from 47.0 to 50.0gr. Using a bayonet chronograph,
velocity was measured from 2523 to 2705 fps with extreme spread averaging 24.5fps which was the best to date and
therefore my final load choice.
Shooting from the bench, fully supported at 100yrds, groupings proved superb, with five round groups generating an
average of 15 -20mm as can be seen above.
Summary
Not including my early in-roads into long range shooting, it has taken four years to get to where I am now and I have
used my experiences, as an Armourer, my early days on military equipment, classic rifles and more recently on more
long range dedicated platforms. Budgets have always been limited, but in my opinion that's good, as you make
mistakes and therefore you learn more and I think, improve your shooting ability.
I have shot this rifle at both 600yrds and 1000yrds but only to zero the scope, reliability, function and performance
appear very good. I was suppose to have put the rifle through its first league shoot at the time of writing, but Storm
Ciara and Dennis had put paid to that event.
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In march 2020, the weather had returned to more reasonable conditions and our annual 600 yard league shoot
commenced. However more operational lessons had to be learnt, which I had not anticipated. The flush forend cured
the vibrations but raised the rifles overall height, which in turn gave less space for my rest. My rear bag rail is attached

to my recoil pad and I had adjusted the pad to give good shoulder engagement. All this adjustment meant I was muzzle
high and had to raise the butt slightly to align the muzzle with the target. This made the whole package slightly
unstable and with the wind gusting 15-20 mph, I shot poorly.
In summary, despite a good rifle and all the right equipment, getting it to work as an efficient shooting package take
time and practice. I had been shooting the Kongsberg 6.5CM for two years and and all I had to do was focus on the
target and the environmental conditions and the end result was reasonable scores. Now everything was new and the
“nut behind the bolt” had to sort it out.
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